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Attended by
Andreas Köhle
Bal Krishna Nyaupane
Predrag Filipovikj
Armindo Simões
Igor Šarić
Dino Blažeka

Location
Skype/Västerås
Skype/Västerås
Skype/Västerås
Skype/Zagreb
Skype/Zagreb
Skype/Zagreb

Date

2012/01/06

Start-end time

18:00-18:50

Location / type

Västerås-Zagreb
Skype chat

Remarks

1. Review of the project state


The only topic of the meeting was reviewing the state of the project. On the previous
meetings team decided that we need to have meetings more frequently.
 Web application: since the last meeting all of the client remarks have been removed.
Also the bugs were fixed and some new features introduced. Things done in the web
app:
o Paging for all the resulting tables made
o Fixed bugs in paging
o All the controller team/player/coach have visualization of data
o Modifying of the previously made queries functionality introduced in the
application
 Android:
o Armindo and Andreas are falling little behind.
o Dino is almost on time
 Use cases task for Bal
o Bal did not understood correct the number of use – cases that he has to produce.
He had produced 3 use cases with low quality. Remarks about the use-cases sent
to Bal from the project manager.
Conclusions:
 Armindo and Andres should push harder to meet the deadlines.
 Bal has to produce all of the remaining use-cases and improve quality
 Dino should keep track on the sub team and try to push them harder
 Igor should be on disposal for providing new services for the android team
 Predrag in contact with the client for the possible remarks for the web client. Remove
bugs and improve functionality.
 After the completion of the clients, team should start producing necessary documents on
Sunday.
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Actions:
 Bal has a strict deadline for producing use-cases no later than Friday 2012-01-11
evening.
 Armindo and Andreas must finish Saturday noon and Saturday afternoon Android team
must start integration.
 Dino responsible for coordinating the integration of the android client.
 Igor has no deadlines.
 Predrag has no deadlines.
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